TLS BY THE NUMBERS
SUMMER & FALL 2023 ACADEMIC TERMS (MAY - DECEMBER)

**PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT**

- 646 INSTRUCTORS ENGAGED WITH TLS
- 1,082 TAS ATTENDED PEDAGOGICAL WORKSHOPS
- 75 EDUCATIONAL WORKSHOPS HOSTED

TLS continues to support the professional development of Carleton's teaching community. In all, over 646 instructors engaged with TLS staff during the summer and fall 2023 academic terms for pedagogical support and communities of practices.

**MULTIMEDIA & ED TECH SUPPORT**

- 15,888 NEW TEACHING & LEARNING VIDEOS CREATED

**DIGITAL LEARNING**

- 1,685 EON XR ACCOUNTS CREATED
- 222 CREATIVE & MEDIA COMMONS SUITES BOOKINGS IN EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING HUB

The Experiential Learning Hub (ELH) at Carleton is a dedicated space for students and instructors to engage and experiment with emerging immersive technologies, such as extended reality (XR) headsets, immersive learning experiences, 3D scanning, and tools for XR development.

**EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING**

- 189 NEW SAPP & i-CUREUS PROJECTS
- 6,980 STUDENTS ENGAGED WITH COLLABORATIVE INDIGENOUS BUNDLES
- 387 STUDENTS PARTICIPATED IN FUSION

The Future Learning Lab on the 4th Floor of the MacOdrum Library facilitates collaboration between instructors and students for innovative teaching and learning. It encourages student-centred approaches, provides space for undergraduate research, promotes pedagogical innovation, and offers enhanced study spaces for individuals and groups.

**UNIVERSITY-WIDE EVENTS SUPPORTED**

- 279 UNIVERSITY-WIDE EVENTS SUPPORTED

We offer a variety of events, workshops, and programs to support the needs of Carleton's teaching and learning community. From pedagogy to educational technology and everything in between.